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• Advantages and Limitations

The Banking System - Role of the Bank of Canada
Functions of the Bank of Canada:
-Issuing paper currency
-Acting as the banks' bank
(clearing house, sets the bank rate, hold banks deposits)

-The Federal Government's Bank
(holds its money, issues bonds and T-Bills, controls exchange rates)

-Controling the Inflation and the Money Supply
(to be discussed in unit on Monetary Policy)

Stabilization Policies:
The objective of the Bank of Canada's monetary policy is to support a level of
spending by Canadians that is consistent with the goal of low inflation.
By influencing the rate at which the supply of money and credit is growing, total
aggregate demand in the economy can be stabilized.
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Monetary Policies
Expansionary Monetary Policy

Contractionary Monetary Policy

Easing

Tightening

Basic Methods:
1. Interest Rates
(demand for money)

2. Money Supply
(supply of money)

Monetary Policies
Specific Methods:
To achieve its goals, the Bank of Canada (BoC) has several strategies
at its disposal:
•
•
•
•
•

Open Market Action (supply)
Switching Deposits (supply)
Changing Reserve Ratio (supply)
Changing the Bank Rate (demand)
Moral Suasion (supply and demand)

In Conclusion:
Goal of Monetary Policy:

Through which Aggregates:

Using these tools:

Read: pages 276 to 277 for an overview of how Monetary Policy takes effect
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1. Open Market Action:
Easing: BoC Buys Private Bonds

(supply)

Tightening: BoC Sells Private Bonds
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2. Switching Deposits

(supply)

1. Shifting Funds to
the Chartered Banks

2. Shifting Funds to
the BoC

3. Changing the Reserve Ratio
1. Decreasing the Ratio

(supply)

2. Increasing the Ratio
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4. Changing the Bank Rate

(demand)

What is interest?

Types of interest

Composition of interest

Overnight rate

Nominal
=
interest rate

Bank rate
Prime rate

Overnight rate used as a target
3.25% is the bank rate

If the overnight rate target is 3%

2.75% is the rate paid to Chartered Banks on deposits
Do: #1-3 page 279

4. Changing the Bank Rate
How does changing interest
rates affect the economy?
1. Lowering the overnight target

Rate of Interest

2. Raising the overnight target

S

(demand)

The Supply of Money
The availability of money and credit must
expand over time. The BoC is responsible
for ensuring that the rate at which more
money is introduced into the economy is
consistent with long-term stable growth.

The Demand for Money (LP)
People hold money
for three reasons:

LP
Quantity of Money

• Transactions
• Precautions
• Speculation

Shifts in LP line
are caused by:

• Changes in real GDP
• Inflation
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http://www.bank-banque-canada.ca/en/video_corp/videos.html
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4. Changing the Bank Rate

When

S

Rate of Interest

(demand)

i
S
LP

B

Quantity of Money

How do interest rates affect the economy?
GDP = C
G
+
I
+

S

Rate of Interest

The Canadian Press
December 10, 2008

TORONTO — TD Canada Trust and Bank of
Montreal say they will drop fixed mortgage
rates by one-fifth of a per cent as of Thursday,
following the lead of the Royal Bank of Canada
on Tuesday. The moves come after the Bank
of Canada lowered the rate of overnight loans
between banks to 1.5 per cent — a drop of
three-quarters of a percentage point.

+

X

-

M

(demand)
CPI

4. Changing the Bank Rate

TD, BMO drop mortgage
rates after BoC rate cut

LP
Quantity of Money

Unemployment Rate

Exercises
1. What is the LIBOR? How is it determined? What was the overnight value in September 2006,
September 2008, and now?
2. What was the rate of inflation in 2006, 2008, and now?
3. Explain the connection between LIBOR, the rate of Inflation, the Phillips curve, and the
Liquidity Preference. Explain all six relationships.
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5. Moral Suasion:
Persuading chartered banks to act in a desired
fashion for which there is no legal obligation.

Examples:

Carney to banks: Lend,
don't hoard
TARA PERKINS
Globe and Mail
December 18, 2008

TORONTO — Mark Carney is pointing a finger at the
country's big banks for hoarding capital against a rainy
day instead of doling out more loans, a choice the
Governor of the Bank of Canada says is damaging the
economy.

Why no legal obligation?

While he has a direct line of communication with the
chief executives of the big banks, his message hasn't
been embraced. The banks have been racing to bolster
their capital cushion, increasing the amount of money
they hold to protect against potential loan losses.
The banks are tightening up just as many businesses are
having trouble securing loans. The crimped corporatecredit environment could spur layoffs or closures and
exacerbate pain in the economy precisely as the country
is dragged into its first recession in nearly two decades.
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Views on to Monetary Policy
Friedman:
Macroeconomy is naturally stable
Government interference for politics prevents automatic readjustment
Examples include: rent controls, minimum wages, excess spending, etc.
The money supply is the key to stable GDP, employment, and prices

Keynes:
Macroeconomy is naturally unstable
Prices and wages are "sticky" and don't adjust in recession like Adam Smith says
Planned investment = planned savings rarely
This affects cirrcular flow
Governments must intervene to adjust this (-T +G, -S +I, -M +X)

Advantages of Monetary Policy
1. It's a 'phantom menance'

2. Fiscal policy has lags; monetary policy doesn't have as many. Which ones do you
think it's missing?
Why?

Limitations to Monetary Policy
Targeting limitations

Flaherty warns banks
on lending

Recognition lag

KEVIN CARMICHAEL
Globe and Mail Update
December 18, 2008 at 11:05 AM EST

SASKATOON — Finance Minister Jim Flaherty set a
deadline for the country's banks to show him they are
taking a more active role in reviving Canada's flagging
economy.

Tight policy more effective than an easy one

Mr. Flaherty said Thursday he and Bank of Canada
Governor Mark Carney will meet with the chief
executives of the biggest banks early next month to
discuss why credit remains tight even after
unprecedented efforts by the federal government to
pump cash into the financial system.
“We expect the banks to provide adequate credit in
Canada,” Mr. Flaherty said at a press conference in
Saskatoon.

Do: 3,4,5 & 11 pages 281 to 282

